
UNAFISCO NACIONAL (National Association of the Federal Revenue of 

Brazil Tax Auditors), associative entity of national scope representing Brazilian revenue 

service Tax Auditors, hereby presents information and expresses its concern regarding a 

significant and continuous asphyxiation of the Federal Revenue of Brazil (RFB), 

through radical contraction of its budget in recent years - with absolute disregard for the 

demands and needs of the national tax authority and its public servants -, widespread 

deregulation of economic sectors and procedures sensitive to the development of illegal 

practices, in addition to unfounded and distorted statements about the RFB's performance 

- and results -, altogether profoundly harmful to the adequate performance of its functions 

as the highest body of the federal tax and customs administration, and placing the 

country at risk of becoming a global hub for criminal activity. 

 
A – The Federative Republic of Brazil commitment to the highest of standards in 

fighting corruption, tax crimes, illicit financial flows, and financing of terrorism and 

of criminal organizations 

 
Internationally, the Federative Republic of Brazil has been constantly expressing 

its commitment and sharing its efforts in fighting corruption, tax crimes, illicit financial 

flows, and the financing of terrorism and of criminal organizations. 



A key-partner for many years - and hopefully soon-to-be member - of the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Brazil was invited 

by the Organisation to initiate its adhesion process this January 2022. The country already 

is part in a myriad of forums, committees, and work-groups within the OECD, in matters 

that include tax administration, abusive tax planning, the BEPS Package, illicit financial 

flows, notwithstanding the signing and adhering to several agreements and treaties on 

related matters, denoting the seriousness of its commitment to the objectives, approaches 

and themes addressed by and within the Organization. 

Regarding the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the Federative Republic of 

Brazil has been a member since 2000, also on a regional basis (Latin America, 

GAFILAT), and involved in mutual evaluations and plenary discussions, with a deserved 

emphasis - domestically - on government bodies part of the National Strategy to Combat 

Corruption and Money Laundering (ENCCLA, in Portuguese) - notably the Federal 

Revenue of Brazil. 

Member of the G20, Brazil participates actively and demonstrates its ever- 

present interest in remaining close to and in harmony with specialized entities of the 

United Nations (UN), such as in monitoring the work of its Tax Committee (Committee 

of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters) - a subsidiary body of the United 

Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). 

Furthermore, the incorporation of international norms in the Brazilian legal 

system, such as - among others - the United Nations Convention against Corruption1, the 

Inter-American Convention Against Corruption2, the United Nations Convention against 

Transnational Organized Crime (the Palermo Convention)3, and the Convention on 

Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions 

(The OECD Anti-Bribery Convention)4, attests to the aforementioned commitment to the 

highest standards in the fight against corruption, and against tax and financial crimes. 

Brazil specifically addresses the crime of money laundering in federal Law nº 

9613, of 3 March, 1998, and subsequent amendments that accentuated harmful acts 

against foreign public administration bodies and the financing of terrorism, challenging 

the latter with even more determination after federal Law nº 13260, of 16 March, 2016. 

 
 
 

1 Federal Decree nº 5687, of 31 January, 2006. 
2 Federal Decree nº 4410, of 7 October, 2002. 
3 Federal Decree nº 5015, of 12 March, 2004. 
4 Federal Decree nº 3678, of 30 November, 2000. 
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The Federal Revenue of Brazil, in accordance with its functions as the federal- 

level tax and customs authority, acts in a daily-basis promptness to counter those crimes, 

and UNAFISCO NACIONAL, in defence of the RFB and its Tax Auditors, aligned with 

the upmost performance of the Brazilian tax administration and the country in its entirety, 

hereby manifests its deep concern over direct and indirect movements of asphyxiation of 

the Federal Revenue of Brazil, in absolute contradiction to multiple commitments 

formally assumed by the Federative Republic of Brazil, as follows. 

 
B – Depriving the RFB of resources 

 
 

The Federal Revenue of Brazil, top tier federal-level body of tax and customs 

administration in Brazil, has been hit hard by suffocating moves, in an avalanche of 

commissive and omissive acts with the sole aim of suppressing its capacities andhindering 

its full performance under its constitutional duty and functions, leading ultimately to 

damaging the Brazilian society as a whole. The radical and continuous reduction of its 

budget is visible: 

 
Graph 1: RFB Budget, Budget Average, Official Inflation Index (from start) - all in BRL millions 
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Source: Ministry of Economy (Brazil) - Annual Budget Law (LOA), Annual Budget Bill (PLOA), 
Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE). Designed by Unafisco. 

 

The RFB Budget for 2022 corresponds - in relation to the average for the last 10 

years adjusted for inflation - to a cut of 62% (from BRL 4.499 billion to 1.712 billion). 

This antagonises with the adamant international understanding that investing in tax and 
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customs administrations is imperative, far from solely generating revenue collection 

results, but indeed to stifle illegal practices5. Worth recalling that destinating resources to 

training (technical, personnel, technological) is well on-sight of modern paradigms 

regarding digital transformation and energy transition, same as under the prism of new 

designs for the materialization and consolidation of tax justice. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graph 2: Tax Revenue Collection Costs 2019-2020 (change in %) 
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Source: OECD (2022), Tax Administration 2022: Comparative Information on OECD and other 
Advanced and Emerging Economies, OECD Publishing, Paris, <https://doi.org/10.1787/1e797131-en>. 

 

 
The budget chokepoint seriously affects RFB’s scope of action, generating a real 

and generalized downfall in qualitative and quantitative levels of work within the Federal 

Revenue of Brazil; going far beyond the greater or lesser capacity for tax collection, it 

impacts on operability (e.g., personnel, equipment, logistics, technology). Thus, the RFB 

is becoming progressively unable to generate - with excellence - resources for the 

 
 

5 The work of Tax Inspectors Without Borders (TIWB) has reiterated this. A joint initiative of the OECD and the 
United Nations Development Program (UNDP), the TIWB aims to share knowledge, skills, and experience in tax 
auditing with tax administrations in developing countries through a targeted and real-time approach (“learn by 
doing”), through experts and peer review processes. 



implementation of policies and to the delivering of essential services by the State, let 

alone to inhibit and to suppress tax, financial, and customs illegal activities filled with 

transnational repercussions. It is no coincidence that the 1988 Constitution of the 

Federative Republic of Brazil (Brazilian Constitution, CF 1988) ensures prominence for 

tax administrations, their officials and structures as a core public service, including 

providing for the prevalence of budgets to finance the exercise of such powers 

constitutionally established, as well as instructing the Federal Senate of Brazil to assess 

periodically the functionality of the National Tax System and evaluate the performance 

of tax administrations (articles 37, XVIII and XXII, 52, XV, and 167, IV, CF 1988). 

In addition, debilitating the largest inspection body in the Brazilian Federation 

tends to encourage the growth and spread of illicit practices and criminal activities, 

jeopardizing Brazilian national security and stability within the State: lack of control over 

territory and borders; gaps in the presence of the State; human trafficking, as of weapons, 

drugs, precious metals, restricted materials, protected species, etc.; ultimately, financing 

of terrorism and criminal organisations. Customs and border control sectors abound with 

episodes about the helplessness of posts and personnel assigned to them, which is even 

more worrying in sensitive regions, as in the cities and regions of Corumbá (MS), Foz do 

Iguaçu (PR), Ponta Porã (MS), centrally important hubs and airports as of Guarulhos (SP) 

and Campinas (SP), and the Santos (SP) - the leading port and ship complex in Latin 

America and one of the largest in the world. 

A study conducted by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)6 

corroborates the dreadful expectations present in this communiqué, for the crippling of 

the fiscal and customs apparatus nourishes advances on part of criminal organizations, 

especially in view of the Brazilian territory continental dimensions and considering that 

Brazil has land borders in areas where most of cocaine producers in the world are located. 

According to worldwide reports on drugs, in recent years there has been an increase in 

seizures of cocaine originating from Brazil, plus a 2021 report7 that points out that Brazil 

was ranked third in seizure of cocaine, which is easily able to demonstrate how the 

weakening of the Federal Revenue of Brazil has alarming consequences domestically and 

abroad. 

 
 

6 UNODC. (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime). 7.4.5 Main countries identified as source and transit of 
cocaine shipments, as described by reported seizures, 2015–2019, <https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and- 
analysis/WDR2021/7.4.5_Cocaine_trafficking_TRANSIT.pdf>. 
7 FRONTEX. Risk Analysis for 2021, abr. 2021, p. 36, 
<https://frontex.europa.eu/assets/Publications/Risk_Analysis/Risk_Analysis/Risk_Analysis_2021.pdf>. 



Truth is, the RFB faces complete desertion. Supplementary, exams for positions 

as tax auditors and analysts have not been held since 2014, making it impossible for the 

Federal Revenue of Brazil even to maintain its human capital framework - this in a federal 

body that is singlehandedly responsible for 67% of tax revenue collection nationally and 

all customs control over the entry and exit of goods and passengers in the country; and all 

this considering the monumental circulation volume of capital, goods, and services within 

Brazilian borders - and beyond -; also not failing in overlooking the size and growth(s) 

potential in a territory of continental dimensions and particular geolocation asBrazil has. 

Therefore, imbalances in the heart of the Brazilian federal tax and customs 

administration are profuse, and dire is the perspective of facing not only systemic ruining 

of the body’s capacity in the fight against illegal practices, but an indirect stimulus to the 

dissemination of crimes related - in a scenario in which the Brazilian State absence or 

insufficiency encourages the expansion of criminal activities. The outlook is so bleak that, 

optimistically, the country shall become a dense web of crossroads for global criminal 

networks; pessimistically - maybe realistically - a global hub of highly reprehensible 

unlawfulness. 
 
 
C - Harmful fallacies disguising a tragic present and future 

 
 

C.1 - Growth trends in federal tax collection 
 
 

Constant increases in the nominal amount of tax collected (Brazilian federal- 

level) have been regularly announced by official government channels as a symbol of 

Brazil’s robust economic recovery, remarkably in a post-pandemic context. Reality, 

however, points out that those numbers are basically a reflection of poorly controlled 

inflation - therefore purely nominal values -, which did hit hard base food prices and 

tariffs controlled by the government - the basis for calculations regarding consumption 

taxes. Other inflationary effects, such as the non-adjustment of the income tax rules, 

provoke an increased collection rate, not mention reinforcing inequalities. 

 
 
 
 

Graph 3: Tax Collection in the Brazilian Federal-Level (nominal, in BRL millions) 
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As a result of this, tax collection records do not - in any way - represent an actual 

efficiency surge within the revenue service of Brazil, but rather increases in prices of 

goods and services (food, electricity, liquefied petroleum gas, vehicle fuel, etc.), distinctly 

of basic items - yet again, the basis for calculating the existing heavy taxation on 

consumption in Brazil. Moreover, it flirts with the absurd idea that if collection is on the 

rise, it is due to enhanced efficiency in the work of the RFB, and there would be no grim 

consequences in continuing to cut investment and its operating costs. 

 
C.2 – Skyrocketing drugs and contraband seizures 

 
 

Another false argument in favour of current sufficiency of destinated resources 

(budget, personnel, equipment) to guarantee the Federal Revenue of Brazil in its full 

capacities, takes numbers concerning seizures of drugs, contraband, and other illicit goods 

as a result of its comprehensive performance. Expansion of such seizures is recognized, 

both qualitatively (average volume) and quantitatively (total volume). Nevertheless, the 

Brazilian customs has suffered heavily from the shortage of personnel, lack of investment 

in its posts, equipment, and technology, besides limitations on turnover processes and 

replacement of its human capital - as follows, the side effects are significantly worrying 

in nature. 

Spikes in volumes of seizures in fact certify that the dismantling of the RFB 

causes crime to intensify, potentially causing a cascading effect of perverse and lasting 

consequences - in other words, criminal activities start taking advantage of loopholes 

created and expanded upon on-going restrictions on the body's capacity to act; undeniable 

the disproportionality of seizures compared to the rising effective circulation of illicit 



goods (one could evoke the analogy of “running the cattle through” by a former 

Environment Minister, but by use of a scapegoat), as a reflex of a wearying RFB. 

The illegal commerce of cigarettes (counterfeited, contraband) also attests to 

how pressing the existence of a state-of-the-art government inspection body is, 

unambiguously considering Brazil’s territorial proportions and geographic aspects - 

making it clear that the circulation of such illicit goods consists of a sum of international 

contraband and domestic counterfeiting. Here lies another revealing example of the 

importance of a strong and broad presence of the RFB throughout Brazilian lands. 

In matters of counterfeiting (including digital ones), the constitutionally 

provisioned hence adequate access to reasonable volume of resources would allow the 

RFB not only to fight the circulation of these illicit goods, but to attack its sources and 

means of financing. Human capital capacitation and training, coupled with substantial 

investments in infrastructure and technology are essential in combating such criminal 

activities. 

 
D – Illegal mining: a ticking time bomb 

 
 

In connection to the themes aforementioned, the one of illegal mining demands 

careful scrutiny. In Brazil, it is not recent the progressive disregard for inspection over 

and repression of such activities, including preventive measures - opposite to the 

surprisingly case of a previous legal imposition to promptly destroy machinery seized in 

illegal mining or deforestation, now being bequeathed to owners or suspected entities as 

their trustee. 

Even so, the advent of a federal decree8 instituted the shocking concept of 

handmade small-scale mining. Complementarily, scrapping powers and mechanisms to 

confront these practices - remembering that many occur in areas of difficult access, as it 

is in the Amazon rainforest - adds to their legitimation, sounding a severe alarm when 

facing the establishment, acceptance, and consolidation of structures essential to centres 

of large-scale illegal activities. The effects span in a varied list of crimes, including 

corruption, tax evasion, illicit financial flows, money laundering, homicide, extortion, 

slavery, trafficking in weapons, drugs, and persons, as to the financing of criminal 

organizations and terrorism. 

 
 

8 Federal Decree nº 10966, of 11 February, 2022. 



Concerning the alliance between illegal mining and money laundering, namely 

through gold (Au) extraction and circulation, combined with transaction triangulation 

schemes in cross-operations - a well-known design in the interest of international drug 

trafficking cartels -, it has been already felt a number initial movements of greater impact, 

subjecting the country to the risk of truly becoming an international hub for criminal 

practices; taking advantage of a weakened RFB. 

A relevant importer of fertilizers and other agricultural inputs, Brazil risks 

opening it up to uncontrolled exploitation of minerals - such as potassium (K) -, given its 

allegedly scarcity due to the conflict in Eastern Europe. Only a fully equipped RFB would 

be able to combat financial flows that will feed these new routes, facilitating the most 

varied number of illicit activities, such as those listed above. 

 
E – Gambling and casinos 

 
 

Theme under deliberation in Brazilian National Congress is the one of gambling 

and casinos. The federal bill9, which deals with the exploitation of gambling and betting 

in Brazilian territory, has already been approved by the Chamber of Deputies (lower 

house) - with strong support from the President of the Republic and the leader 

representative from the Federal Government in that Legislative House - and it awaits, 

since March 4, 2022, examination by the Federal Senate. It is important to note that the 

bill not only regulates the matters it proposes, but also decriminalizes a series of 

previously prohibited activities. 

It is of no surprise in this hideous situation the expectation of a horizon filled 

with criminal practices and money laundering, demandant of robust inspection and 

repression mechanisms should the legislative proposal go ahead. Meanwhile, the Federal 

Revenue of Brazil is being gradually impoverished. 

Likewise, non-participation by the RFB in legislative debates concerning bills 

authorizing the exploitation of gambling and betting potentially leaves society and the 

economy helpless against damages, given the wasting of the expertise of the Federal 

Revenue of Brazil when facing tax evasion, smuggling, and money laundering. The 

body’s contributions to discussions and its formal opinions are of upmost importance to 

 
 
 
 

9 Federal Bill nº 442/1991. 



prevent legislation from being used as a subterfuge by criminal associations to enrich and 

expand their illegal markets. 

 
F – Large-scale tax fraud, aggressive tax planning 

 
 

In January 2022, RFB tax auditors from regional teams specialized in combating 

structured tax fraud (EFRAUS, in Portuguese) - represented by the heads of these teams 

- released a manifesto entitled “The scrapping of the Federal Revenue of Brazil will make 

the fight against fraud unfeasible”10, pointing out pathologies arising from successive 

budget cuts as suffered by the federal tax and customs administration. 

In this document, following considerations about RFB’s constitutional tasks - to 

provide resources to the State through tax collection, necessary for the provision of public 

services and assistance to the Brazilian population in health, education, public security, 

social security, and social assistance -, it is emphasized that as fundamental as collecting 

tax is, so is the guarantee to the quality of this tax collection. The Federal Revenue of 

Brazil, supplementarily, is responsible for a sizeable number of services, from typical tax 

administration services at the national level to luggage control at airports, from customs 

and cargo control to foreign trade, from the registration of legal entities to the analysis of 

bookkeeping and declarations, among many others. 

These specialized teams have a focus on fighting large-scale fraud and 

aggressive tax planning - in short, misuse of public resources, tax evasion, money 

laundering and other illicit financial flows, recurring themes in high-level international 

debates. The execution of this work demands resources, directed mainly to the 

maintenance and modernization of intelligent data-crossing systems. 

Worth noting that it is far from the Brazilian society’s interests the mutilation of 

the federal tax authority’s abilities to identify and act against practices that violate the tax 

system in favour of unfair competition and criminal organizations, and - certainly - in the 

face of movements harmful to public funds and resources. Efforts made by the RFB, in 

the sense of cooperation and procedure support with different government bodies eying 

the criminal prosecution of illicit conduct - not only to dissipate past and ongoing 

activities, but also to send an important message to those potential future offenders - are 

central. Once again: investments in the federal tax and customs administration not only 

 
 

10 <https://static.poder360.com.br/2022/01/Manifesto-Efraus.pdf>. 



are pivotal, but are able to generate more resources - the conclusion is qualitatively and 

quantitatively positive, and harmonized with the Brazilian constitutional book. 

 
G - Demolishing knowledge and experience sharing centres 

 
 

A subject of relevance concerns the Escola de Administração Fazendária 

(ESAF), an institution for capacitation (training and specialization) of RFB tax auditors 

and public employees in general - predominantly those whose work is related to tax 

matters. ESAF was, after more than 40 years of existence, extinguished by a succession 

of acts from the Federal Government (Executive branch)11, firstly through its 

incorporation into the National School of Public Administration (in Portuguese, Escola 

Nacional de Administração Pública - ENAP), in November 2019, then by the definitive 

interruption of all activities at the headquarters (Brasília) and at regional centres, and 

ultimately by handling the central building over to be occupied by the Superior School of 

War (in Portuguese, Escola Superior de Guerra - ESG). 

An outcome of the cooperation between Brazil and Germany, ESAF’s creation 

was inspired by the Bundesakademie für öffentliche Verwaltung (BAköV) - that country's 

public administration academy, linked to the Federal Ministry of Interior, Construction 

and Community (BMI) -, and had a commendable role to play in Brazilian territory. 

Moreover, ESAF enabled the Federal Revenue of Brazil to frequently update and 

disseminate knowledge to its personnel, through training centres spread all over the 

country, playing a leading role in major discussions and deliberations on fiscal and tax 

matters in Brazil and internationally - also in South-South cooperation, an increasingly 

regarded logic in international debates. That institution, however, no longer exists. 

 
H - Corrupting the proper logic in the review of administrative acts 

 
 

Nowadays, another issue is the logic inversion in a sort of a “casting vote” 

mechanism (so-called “quality vote”) within the Administrative Council of Tax Appeals 

(in Portuguese, CARF), an administrative - pre-judicial - court for reviewing Public 

Administration acts concerning tax matters. This concern has already been communicated 

to the OECD and FATF in September 2020. 

 

11 Provisional Measure nº 870, of 1 January, 2019; Federal Law nº 13844, of 18 June, 2019; Ministry of Economy 
Ordinance nº 424, 2019. 



Briefly, administrative courts for tax matters in Brazil were created with 

competence for the administrative review of acts of the Administration itself. The CARF 

model - unparalleled in the world - is a legacy of the so-called Vargas era (1930-40s 

Brazil), and provides for the participation of judges (counsellors) representing business 

confederations from several sectors, in the wake of what happened in the Labour Courts 

with classist judges (not originally court judges). The composition (personnel, judges) is 

equal, so that half of the counsellors are representatives from the fiscal administration and 

half are appointed by the business confederations. 

This design has the virtue of allowing different points of view to be put on the 

agenda, theoretically promoting an environment conducive to the exercise of adversarial 

proceedings and broad defence (complete audi alteram partem), essential for improving 

the performance of the tax administration. However, the model shows an irremediable 

conflict of interest, since - in practice - large companies exert influence through 

confederations they take part in and can nominate directors who in the future could rule 

on their own appeals. Nonetheless, the design had as a tiebreaker the aforementioned 

“quality vote” - if a collective ruling ended in a tie, the vote of the president of that judging 

chamber, necessarily someone from the public administration, would resolve it (hence 

casting a “casting vote”), which absolutely could be both in favour or against the fiscal 

administration. Noteworthy, in Brazil, that - from the ruling of administrative courts - the 

taxpayer can always appeal to the Judiciary, an opportunity forbidden to the fiscal 

administration in the event of an adverse ruling in these courts, being obliged to accept it 

as definitive. 

Thus, such a legislative amendment12, by extinguishing the “quality vote” in the 

event of a deadlock in a trial and attributing the case to private interests against the fiscal 

administration in the event of a tie, is - as brought by the 2020 communication -, a 

systemic threat and setback to harmonization with international standards. The risks of 

private interests taking over the administrative body are very much present, instigating 

the review of previous understandings and the advent of new rulings and reinterpretations 

of tax issues - subsequently tax administration procedures (from inspections to the 

reporting of crimes to competent bodies) -, menacing legal certainty, as well as the fight 

against corruption, tax evasion, customs crimes, money laundering, illicit financial flows 

in general, among others, of national and transnational scope. All this in a context of 

 
 

12 Provisional Measure nº 899, of 16 October, 2019; Federal Law nº 13988, of 14 April, 2020. 



persistence of the State's inability to appeal to the Judiciary when facing rulings contrary 

to its understandings, markedly when dealing with the review of administrative acts - 

purpose for which those administrative courts were designed. 

In conclusion, the issue is part of a range of subjugation moves on what the 

Brazilian Constitution itself guarantees primacy: the functionality of the National Tax 

System and the performance of tax administrations. 

 
I – Safeguarding Democracy 

 
 

In a year of general elections, as was the case in Brazil in the second half of 

2022, absolute opposition to threats to the full development of democratic processes is 

mandatory. This becomes even more serious in times of fake news, data manipulation, 

hacking of systems and foreign influence. 

It is imperative to suppress illegal means of financing for electoral purposes, 

inadmissible for the complete consolidation of democracy. Hence, the RFB - in its 

functions - is an asset of the upmost importance and should be appreciated in the 

identification, analysis, and progression of procedures to counter anti-democratic 

movements and streams. This only happens, albeit, with the proper infrastructure, 

personnel, and technology crucial to perform its functions in full, elements that are 

continuously absent as seen in the entirety of this communication. 

 
J – External Sources 

 
 

Observations raised in this document have been corroborated by external 

sources, who - although sometimes unaware of the root moves to strangulate the Federal 

Revenue of Brazil - perceive signs of the weakening in the fight against certain illicit 

practices, whether by omissive or commissive acts, sometimes from the Executive branch 

(federal-level), sometimes from the Brazilian National Congress. 

In this scenario, it is worth highlighting an article brought by the press13, dated 

July 24, 2021, entitled “Brazil loses chance to fight tax evasion via tax havens, says 

OECD Secretary-General”. For a former IMF director, exclusion of the rule to combat 

tax evasion and avoidance from the reform bill by Economy Minister Mr. Paulo Roberto 

 

13 <https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mercado/2021/07/brasil-perde-chance-de-combater-sonegacao-via-paraisos- 
fiscais-diz-secretaria-da-ocde.shtml?utm_source=whatsapp&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=compwa>. 



Nunes Guedes in fact increases inequality - the view is from Zayda Manatta, head of the 

Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes of the 

OECD. 

There is at least BRL 50.4 billion in accounts abroad - the volume refers to 

volumes existing in all external jurisdictions (not just tax havens), but it probably is much 

larger, as the official number only comprises capital declared to the Federal Revenue of 

Brazil. Comprehensive data from the Brazilian Central Bank point out to exactly that. 

More than 60,000 individuals residing in Brazil had USD 192.6 billion in foreign assets 

at the end of 2019 (almost BRL 1 trillion) - referring also to declared amounts. Since 

2015, the OECD suggests a greater rigor in the legislation to tax the shareholder (whether 

an individual or a legal entity) - regardless of dividends distribution - for profits obtained 

by controlled entities in territories with privileged tax regimes or tax havens. 

In a report by Transparency International, namely “Exporting Corruption 2022: 

Assessing Enforcement of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention”14, Brazil’s rating in 

matters of fighting international corruption has been downgraded. In a free translation, it 

has said in its social media that “as we have denounced in several reports in recent years, 

Brazil has faced enormous institutional setbacks that have compromised not only the anti- 

corruption agenda, but also the guarantee of rights and environmental preservation, an 

issue very dear to the OECD”15. 

Another report published by Transparency International, “Exporting Corruption 

2022”16, shows that Brazil downshifted its capacity to implement a paramount instrument 

of international law to combat corruption and part of the OECD legal framework, the 

Antibribery Convention. 

In a recent article in a newspaper entitled “Why did Brazil retreated in its anti- 

corruption policy?”, Bruno Brandão, executive director of Transparency International 

office in Brazil, explains why the country suffered a hindrance in the indicator that 

measures the commitment of countries to prevent crime. According to the interviewee, 

the vitality of control and inspection institutions can define whether Brazil will be 

accepted into the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Joining the 

international organisation would pave the way for new investments and facilitate access 

to credit abroad. It turns out that Brazil is regressing in this regard. One of the most 

 

14 <https://images.transparencycdn.org/images/2022_Report-Full_Exporting-Corruption_EN.pdf>. 
15 <https://transparenciainternacional.org.br/posts/convencao-da-ocde-brasil-recua-no-combate-a-corrupcao- 
internacional/> 
16 <https://www.transparency.org/en/publications/exporting-corruption-2022>. 



pressing aspects, says Bruno Brandão, is the lack of independence of bodies that act in 

the fight against corruption. Brazil was downgraded in an index that evaluates the struggle 

against corruption, either within Brazilian borders or between Brazilian companies and 

other nations - from “moderate” to “limited”. 

Finally, a series of reports produced by Rede Bandeirantes de Televisão17, in 

mid-April 2022, on the scrapping of the RFB, emphasised on customs and border points 

in Brazil, reporting in loco how the scarcity of a minimum level of structure and personnel 

at the country's borders is an invitation to cross-border criminal activities. 

 
K – Final remarks 

 
 

In view of all the above, UNAFISCO NACIONAL, as an associative entity of 

national scope representing Brazilian revenue service Tax Auditors, expresses to the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the Financial 

Action Task Force (FATF) and the United Nations (UN) - particularly to its Economic 

and Social Council (ECOSOC), directed to the Committee of Experts on International 

Cooperation in Tax Matters (Tax Committee) - its deep concerns regarding a significant 

and continuous asphyxiation of the Federal Revenue of Brazil (RFB) - the highest 

body of the federal tax and customs administration -, its Tax Auditors and its structures, 

inviting to expand and explore the themes and issues raised, as well as requesting support 

in opposing potential harmful effects, with the ultimate goal of assisting the Federative 

Republic of Brazil to pursue and consolidate international commitments made, and to 

serve as a reference to those State actors suffering from the same constraints, in a truly 

global effort to suffocate all centres and branches of criminal activity, particularly against 

crimes as corruption, tax evasion, money laundering and other illicit financial flows, as 

well as financing of criminal organizations and of terrorism. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
17 “Lacking resources, the Federal Revenue of Brazil suffers scrapping”, 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khGxgZDvtVE&list=PLbdi7VShIWeme0DY2p6f82sRooCpZwHWx&index=5 
>; “Federal Revenue of Brazil scrapping exposes borders and ports in Brazil”, 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09InK-rn5jE>; “Federal Revenue of Brazil buildings are abandoned”, 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgE6gSIxLFk&list=PLbdi7VShIWeme0DY2p6f82sRooCpZwHWx&index=2> 
; “Having the Federal Revenue of Brazil scrapped, borders are exposed” , 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpnL08- 
WLyw&list=PLbdi7VShIWeme0DY2p6f82sRooCpZwHWx&index=1>. 



 
 
 

 

Sincerely, 
 

 

Mauro Silva 

President, UNAFISCO NACIONAL 


